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Rihanna, Instagram and
the Great Nipple Debate

Last week, Instagram revealed i ts nipplephobia once more by disabl ing
Rihanna’s account af ter the superstar posted topless photos from her cover

shoot with Lui magazine. The shutdown re-ignited the censorship debate and
begged the age-old quest ion: Why are we so offended by our own anatomy?

After allegedly threatening BadGalRiri to stop ‘gramming racy photos, Instagram remembered who Rihanna
was and sent out a public apology claiming the account was disabled “by mistake.” But Rihanna’s account
has disappeared once again, leading users to question whether the celeb was so frustrated with censorship
that she deleted the account herself.
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This isn’t the first time Instagram has shut down an account over nipples. When the account of model Anja Rubik’s magazine, 25, was shut down for
posting images in a sheer shirt (sans bra), Rubik stirred the social media platform with a new battle cry urging others, “Don’t Fear the Nipple.” The
phrase turned into a campaign promoting acceptance of the female form, with supporters arguing that punishing women who celebrate their bodies
sends the wrong message. Rubik even created a line of t‑shirts with her now‑famous slogan. In a similar campaign, filmmaker Lina Esco started a
line of “Free The Nipple” tops to raise funds for a film of the same title, which focuses on female activists in New York who challenge the city’s ban
on toplessness. Now, with recent runway shows displaying the nipple as a must‑have accessory for Fall ‘14, models like Kendall Jenner and Michelle
Harper (whose own topless shots were vetoed by Instagram) are joining in on the nipple trend, too. But why are we still so damn afraid of nipples? It
seems paradoxical that we accept exposing children to violence in the media, but we can’t accept mere photos of human anatomy. In the words of
Anja Rubik, “it’s like saying to the world that a female’s body is offensive.” Today, Instagram’s community guidelines request that users refrain from
posting “nudity or mature content of any kind,” warning that “accounts found sharing nudity or mature content will be disabled.” But we’re still left
wondering just how much censorship is necessary, or if it’s necessary at all. If topless photos were fundamentally inappropriate, then half of our
population (men) wouldn’t be free to take a photo at the beach without fear of being removed from social media networks.  If as a culture we can
allow ourselves to view nudity as a celebration of the body, then we can’t help but feel that the entire argument is both petty and borderline sexist.
What do you think? Share in the comments or get at us on twitter! @ShopSlasherGirl
By Tatiana Cirisano
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